VAULT PRICE LIST FEBRUARY 1, 2012
In most areas of the country, state or local law does not require that you buy a container to surround the casket in the
grave. However, many cemeteries require that you buy a container so that the grave will not sink in. Either a grave
liner or a burial vault will satisfy these requirements.

THE WILBERT BRONZE
Simply the finest burial vault made. This vault features a concrete primary structure lined with a
seamless exterior and interior made of ABS Marbelon and ABS Trilon. The interior is also lined
with a gleaming bronze liner and the 32 ounce bronze overlay on the entire cover. An exclusive
tongue-in-groove SUPERSEAL. The WILBERT BRONZE has a unit weight of approximately
3000 pounds. Wilbert guarantees this vault for 100 years.

$10000

The Bronze Triune
A double lined burial vault featuring ABS Trilon and Unidex bonding with a Solid Bronze
Liner. A bronze Carapace is also utilized to increase the tensile strength of this unit. It is the
premier vault of the Triune Collection. Guaranteed for 75 years.

$4500

The Copper Triune
A double lined burial vault featuring ABS Trilon and Unidex bonding with a Solid Copper
Liner. A Copper Carapace is also used here to increase the tensile strength of this unit. It is
guaranteed for 75 years.

$3500

The Stainless Steel Triune
Since the advent of Stainless Steel, scientists have recognized its durability as well as strength.
Wilbert combines Stainless Steel with ABS Trilon and Unidex bonding for a double lined vault.
Stainless Steel is also used in the Carapace to provide added strength and Durability. The SST
Triune is guaranteed for 75 years as well.

$2750

Cameo Rose
All of the protective features and durability of the Wilbert Stainless Steel Triune but it is offered
with a Floral Emblem and a Rose coloring.

$2750

The Veteran
All of the protective features and durability of the Wilbert Stainless Steel Triune but this vault is
decorated in a military blue with silver highlights and is adorned with a sculpted military
emblem for the appropriate branch of service.

$2750

The Tribute
A new addition to Wilbert’s fantastic line of burial vaults, this vault is double reinforced with
interior and exterior, cover and base reinforced with ABS plastic. Has a 70 year Warranty.

$2500

The Venetian
Perhaps the GREATEST VALUE TO THE CONSUMER as it combines the durable features
of the finest vaults while providing a lower cost to the consumer. The Venetian features an
interior lining of ABS Marbelon base and cover with the classic look of venetian marble.
Marbelon also covers the carapace with Gothic Arch and Special Name Plate. Superseal is also
utilized. Everything the expensive vaults have, without the fancy liner. This vault is
guaranteed for 65 years.

$1750

The Continental
A concrete vault lined with a seamless STRENTEX inner base and cover liner. Two-tone finish
with nameplate and emblem. No Carapace. Guaranteed for 55 years.

$1500

Salute
A concrete vault lined with a seamless STRENTEX inner base and cover liner. Charcoal gray
vault with silver fluted cover. Features the exclusive “Salute” emblem

$1300

The Monticello
A Concrete Vault lined with seamless STRENTEX base and cover liner. Standard cover design
with choice of several standard colors. Solid Color Option Only. Guaranteed for 50 years.

$1250

The Premier
Reinforced concrete outer burial container with nameplate and emblem. This container is fully
painted.

$900

The Monarch
Reinforced concrete outer burial container. The top is painted and nameplate is applied.

$800

The Basic
This vault meets the minimum cemetery requirements.

$750

WARRANTIES
Our funeral home makes no representations or warranties about the protective value of certain caskets or outer burial containers
other than those made by the manufacturer. The only warranties, expressed or implied, granted in connection with goods sold
with this funeral service are the express written warranties, if any, extended by

